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6 PROFS
PROMOTED
Effective September 1, 1967 six
faculty members of Assumption
College will be promoted to higher
slots. In announcing the promo
tions, Father Louis Dion, A.A. also
made public the new head of the
Psychology, Education, and Guid
ance division, Prof. William Rotondi who has been at Assump
tion since 1960.

Major N.E. Exhibit

ASSUMPTION TO HOST
DALI EXHIBITION

The Committee for the Arts has announced that Assumption Col
lege will host the first New England exhibition of recent works by
famed artist Salvador Dali. Although his earlier works have been dis
played in Boston, Dali's newer pieces have never before been displayed
in New England. This is the first time that any of his works have
appeared in Worcester.

One of the six men promoted
also, Mr. Rotundi has been named
full professor, moving up from
Associate status. A Boston College
alumnus, Prof. Rotundi went on
for his M.A. in Philosophy at B.C.
and also a Master of Education de
gree from Harvard, where he is
currently a candidate for his doc
torate.
Dr. Donald Issac, another mem
ber of the Psychology and Educa
tion division will move from as
sistant professor to associate pro
LYMAN B. KIRKPATRICK (right), Foreign Affairs Lecturer, and George
fessor effective September 1st.
Doyle, Chairman of the Department of Economics and Foreign Affairs.
Affiliated with Assumption since
1965, Dr. Isaac is a graduate of
City College of New York and
holds his M.A. and Ph. D. in
Psychology from Clark Univer
Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, CIA Executive Director-Comptroller, 1962- sity. He recently headed the state
wide conference held at A.C. for
1965, and presently Professor of Political Science at Brown, last April
teachers of problem children.
9 in the Maison tried "to put in perspective" those things read lately
On the same date in the fall,
about the Central Intelligence Agency. Working within the bounds of
Dr. Louis Silveri, recently appoint
the topic, "The Role of the CIA in American Foreign Policy," Mr.
ed to a post in the Italian His
Kirkpatrick attempted to answer some basic questions about that torical Society, will be promoted to
most introverted segment of the American political spectrum: What is associate professor from an assist
ant professorship. With the college
the CIA? How important is the CIA? How effective is the CIA?
since 1957, Dr. Silveri has a Mas
After a humorous introduction WWII and because entrenched bu ter's degree in American History
by Economics and Foreign Affairs reaucratic elements found it easi from Georgetown and a Ph. D.
est to cut the CIA's budget since from St. John's University in New
Chairman Dr. George Doyle, Mr.
its results are the least recogniz York.
Kirkpatrick first set to work by able, the CIA suffered a decline
Michael O'Shea, an instructor in
exclaiming that he was "violently in efficiency which led to the tragic
patriotic," yet discounted all emo developments in China and tense English will be an assistant pro
fessor starting September 1st. An
tional nuances in presenting "the moments in the serious "cold war"
conflict
in
Korea.
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truth as I see it." Beginning from
With the growth of American
an historical point of view, Mr.
Kirkpatrick declared that "we have scientific technology and with the
COMMITTEE
never gone into a war prepared" continuance of the cold war, the
CHANGES
CIA
has
sharpened
its
own
tech
due to the lack of adequate intel
ligence service. Blaming this lack nique and improved significantly
Three members of the Student
for American blunders in WWI its operations.
Affairs Committee recently tend
and during FDR's pre-war govern
Quoting from a Langly Building ered their resignations. They are:
ment, Kirkpatrick went on to des inscription, Kirkpatrick said, "You Dr. Joseph Sheerin, Father Paul
cribe Bill Donovan's struggle to shall know the truth, and it shall Goudreau, A.A., and Dr. Joseph
provide the nation with a single make you free." Those words mesh Meier. They were not available
source of vital intelligence for the directly with Kirkpatrick's conten for comment.
sake of analyzing and projecting tion that, though the CIA repre
Three new members have been
this information. Donovan's efforts sents "information distinct from
led to the inception of the present- action," comprehensive information seated as replacements and these
day CIA. Because of the rapid is equated with power in today's include Father Theodore Fortier,
A.A., Mr. Neil Brophy, and Mr.
demobilization of U.S. forces (and
T u r n t o K I R K P A T R I C K , p g . 2 James Dacey.
thus intelligence resources) after

LBK on the CIA

CHRISTMAS,

1970
The Class of 1967 at a class
meeting on April 17 decided that
the class would give no class gift
as such ths year. It was decided
that a letter would be sent to all
class members on June 1, 1970 by
the class officers — Don Cutone,
Frank Merritt, and Don Zappone.
The purpose of this letter wll be to
explain the nature of a class gift
and to ask each student to pledge
a yearly amount (about $10) . This
decision was made for the follow
ing reasons:

SALVADOR DALI, famed Surrealist exhibiting at Assumption, and

LASKA
RESIGNS

Institutions never fall easily and
it is with great feeling and regret
that Assumption College parts
with Andy Laska as the Head
Coach of its basketball team. On
April 13th Father Louis F. Dion,
announced Andy's resignation to
an assembly of newsmen with the
words, "It is with some regret
that the authorities of Assumption
College have accepted the resig
nation of Andrew Laska . . ."
Head coach for the past sixteen
years, Mr. Laska has resigned to
devote full time to the post of
Assumption
Athletic
Director.
Laska told the writers at Thurs
day's press conference that one big
factor behind his resignation was
the growth in the number of inter
collegiate sports at Assumption. In
addition to basketball, the college
now recognizes baseball, soccer,
tennis, cross country, and crew,
with hockey soon to gain varsity
status. Andy went on to say that,
"It has become increasingly dif
ficult to devote the necessary time
at the geographical center of the to basketball and still justify my
northeastern urban complex, Uni position as Athletic Director . .
versity of Delaware in Newark
A native of Worcester, Andy
100 miles from New York City and
Laska has lived basketball since
100 miles from Washington.
his grammar school days. He play
Michael, formerly a student at
ed four years of varsity ball at
St. Thomas Aquinas High School
North High capturing a number
in Foi't Lauderdale and now a res
of All-Star berths.
In the Air
ident of Hollywood, Florida, chose
Force from 1943-1946, Laska play
"Asian development" as his line of
ed for th Greensboro, N.C., Army
study since he knows two Asian
Air Force team and went on to
languages — Russian and Hindu—
play at Holy Cross College with
and since he considers urban stud
such greats as Bob Cousey, Joe
ies to be one of the most "creative"
Mullaney, and Bobby Curran. Anfields today and one that is ideally
suited to his very general training d ystepped from the limelight of
in the A.C. Foreign Affairs pro a nationally recognized ball team
gram. Calling urban studies a "per at Holy Cross to assume the posi
fect opportunity for students," tion of head basketball coach at
Garretson went on to decry the Assumption in 1951. During his
fact that so many people are going 16 years at Assumption his teams
on for graduate work in "glutted" have progressed to the top position

Seniors Win Grants
As of this writing three more
Assumption College seniors have
been honored with sizable grants
for their graduate studies. The
three so honored are Michael Garretson and Jack Pavoni, both For
eign Affairs majors, and Gerard
Koot, a History cencentrator.

Last April 18th, Garretson be
came the recipient of the largest
graduate financial
award ever to
be given to an outgoing senior. He
received a two year renewable
grant worth $3,300 the first year
and $4,200 the second year, with a
slight deduction ($700) for tuition
1. So that those who want to give each year, from the School of Ur
will be more able to do so.
ban Affairs at the University of
2. So that those who do not want Delaware. The University original
to give will be under no pres ly got two and a half million dol
lars from the Ford Foundation to
sure to do BO.
give muscle to its program in Ur
T u r n t o C H R I S T M A S , p g . 5 ban Affairs. Chosen because it is
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Mr

Phyllis Lucas, agent for Dali in the U.S.
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Final negotiations for the show
ing were completed in New York
during the weekend of April 14.
Mrs. Phyllis Lucas, Dali's agent
in the United States and owner of
the Print Center of New York,
generously agreed to display the
famed Surrealist's work at As
sumption. Mrs. Lucas occasionally
arranges such exhibitions for out
side organizations, and she consid
ered Assumption's new Student
Collection of Art deserving of her
interest. Mrs. Lucas will attend
the opening of the exhibition, ten
tatively scheduled for May 5.
The showing will continue until
May 12. Sixteen of Dali's works—
lithographs, prints, and paintings
—will be featured. Most notable
among these is a series on the
bullfight: Taureaumachie de Dali.
Most of the works will be in the
two by three foot size range, in
contrast with the only Dali piece
currently owned by the Student
Collection—El Cid, a small litho
graph. The exhibition will be hous
ed in the Maison gallery, and all
sixteen pieces will be on sale.
As the most important living
Surrealist paiter, Salvador Dali is
one of the leading figures in the
international reaction against ab
stract art. Since 1940, he has spent
much of his time in the United
States and has exhibited his ar
tistic genius in the production of
several ballets and a number of
commercial illustrations. His books,
in addition to his autobiography,
include Dali on Modern Art
(1957).
Two of his most conspicuous,
and perhaps notorious, works were
completed during the 1950's.
Christ on the Cross presently is
in the Metropolitan Museum of
New York: and his famous Last
Supper is in the National Gallery
in Washington.
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HARRISON SALISBURY
SPEAKS AT HEIGHTS
He stood as straight and tall as
a two-handed sword apd his glasses
were gold rims and set under a
thatch of steely grey hair pushed
tightly away from his forehead.
The speaker on April 3rd at the
Maison was Harrison Salisbury,
assistant managing editor of the
New York Times and personal
friend of Assumption's Academic
Dean Rev. Georges Bissonnette,
A.A. Mr. Salisbury lately caused
political and journalistic tremors
when he relayed a series of con
troversial dispatches during his
visit to North Viet Nam last
Christmas. Predictably, the sub
ject of his 52 minute speech was
the Viet Nam conflict and all the
contradictions, praises, and phases
it excites in the hearts of the
American people and their Viet
namese counterparts.
Declaring that "the bulk of the
war effort in North Viet Nam is
in the hands of teenagers," Mr.
Salisbury spoke of measures that
followed intense air bombardment
of rail systems. He described how
bicycles capable of burdens up to
600 pounds in weight were loaded
with train-transported goods held
up by rails, sped by damaged sec
tions of track, and carted onto
awaiting trains, thereby frustrat
ing American efforts to halt the
flow of material from the North
to the South. His general impres
sion during his stay was that the
enemy managed quite well, in spite
of American bombing efforts, to
transfer the needed goods to troops
in the South. An added factor in
this tenacity, declared Salisbury,
was the nature of the North Viet
namese themselves — toughened
by 20 years of war-time conditions,
forewarned of attack by the gov
ernment, and handy in scratching
an existence from their land. Al
though they don't "relish the pros
pect, war is not so dramatic a
thing to them." There is not much
to destroy in North Viet Nam —
industry comprises only 12% of
the labor force -— and the most
intense bombardment of industrial
areas would not perceptibly crush
resistence. The bulk of war ma
terial would come from the Chin
ese, the Russians, and other more

industrial allies. According to Mr.
Saisbury, intensified cojnbing as
advocated by some U.S. militarists
would not lead to the destruction
of North Viet Nam, but only an
increased flow
of supplies from
China and Russia, thereby in
creasing the chances of their par
ticipation in the actual fighting.
More fearsome is the possibility
of a Russian-Chinese alliance
which is nearer than ever before
due to the "internal contradic
tions" alive in China today. His
torically and ideologically incom
patible with the Chinese, the
North Viets are forced into an
alliance with them because of the
U.S. advances. It is in the inter
ests of the Chinese to keep the
Vietnamese struggle going on and
it is quite probable that any move
by Ho towards negotiations would
mean cessation of Chinese aid.
In discussing the possibility of
a negotiated settlement, Salisbury
urged that the United States take
steps toward that now while faced
with the possible threat of Soviet

HARRISON SALISBURY (right), re
cent

lecturer

Rev. Georges

at

Assumption,

Bissonnette,

with

Dean of

Faculty.

nuclear involvement and that it
be done not in the spirit of a vic
tor as was unfortunately tried
after both World War I and II.
Each side must give up something

KRUS TAKES
TRIP TO PODIUM
On Monday evening, April 10,
the St. Luke Society closed its
yearly speaker program as it host
ed a standing-room-only audience
in the Maison auditorium. The
Society's guest was Dr. Donald
W. Krus, Associate Professor of
Psychology at Clark University.
Dr. Krus is also associated with the
Worcester Foundation of Experi
mental Biology. His lecture dealt
with the history, uses, abuses, and
future of a widely publicized but
little understood drug called L.S.D.

in the fact that researchers have
not agreed on a name that prop
erly describes them. Depending on
point of view, they are "psycho
tomimetics," "mysticometics," or
"psycheletics," but by far the most
common name given to them is
"psychedelics," a name popular
ized by Dr. Timothy Leary as a
result of his insistent praise of
the "mind opening" capability of
the drug. Dr. Krus stressed the
awesome power of L.S.D. Its re
action on an individual is unpreUctable, although the environment
and disposition of a subject di
A very personable lecturer, Dr. rectly influence the effects of the
Krus captured his audience from drug.
the start as he devoted his first
Because of the recent discovery
40 minutes to a general outline of
the pioneer work in L.S.D. and that L.S.D. alters the structure
and related drugs. In April, 1943, of chromosomes in body cells and
Dr. Albert Hofmann discovered possibly in sperm cells, Dr. Krus
L.S.D. by accident while working is wary of irresponsible use of the
in his lab in Basel, Switzerland. drug. On the other hand, he views
Since that time many other simi it as an extremely valuable tool
lar drugs have been discovered, and for psychological research and
their curious effects on the hu hopes that when the current wave
man mind have aroused more than of anti-L.S.D. feeling (i.e. gov
mild controversy among psycholo ernment restrictions on its use,
gists, not to mention civil authori even for research) subsides, renew
ty. That we actually know very ed research will lead to a clearer
little about these drugs, how they understanding of the "mind open
work, or what they do is reflected ing" drugs.
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Schulz Gains
A Beachhead
Richard Schulz, a sophomore at
Assumption, has distinguished him
self in a number of incredibly dif
ferent ways. Graduating from
Long Island's Chaminade High
School in 1965, Schulz chose As
sumption because of its intensely
personal Foreign Affairs program.
Rick is a member of the varsity
crew and co-editor of Campus and
the World, the new Bluetrade pub
lication. A consistently excellent
student, he is a member of the
"Voyageurs," an Assumption folk
song group that is slated to make
a record, and is currently one of
four sophomores in Mr. O'Shea's
English survey course who are
allowed to commit themselves
wholly to personal study.
On April 19th Schulz received
word that he had been awarded
an "East-West" scholarship grant
for his junior year at the Uni
versity of Hawaii's Eastern Stud
ies division. Sponsored by the U.S.
government in conjunction with
the University to stimulate cultu
ral exchange with Asian nations,
for the common good to make for
a "healthier Asia."
Harrison Salisbury later adroit
ly fielded
questions in an openended session. Commenting on Ho's
recent disclosure of Mr. Johnson's
secret proposal for peace, Mr. Sal
isbury offered that it was done to
reveal that the U.S. had "upped"
its price for negotiations by now
demanding that the flow of sup
plies from the North be ceased be
fore agreement could be reached.
To the Vietnamese this constitut
ed a doubling of our price for ne
gotiations, as was widely under
stood elsewhere, yet it was not
evident to the American people
because of the concilatory language
in the Johnson message. In com
paring this latest South East
Asian conflict with the crisis in
Korea in the early 50's Salisbury
declared that though there had
been prolonged negotiations over
Korea and a firm border line was
established, no real settlement has
been reached. In contract, once the
U.S. recognized that there could
be two autonomous parts of Viet
Nam talks could proceed toward a
permanent settlement.
The alleged abuse by U.S. air
power was discussed. Mr. Salis
bury asserted that "among the
casualities will bh some children,
some women, old men, who
knows?" This factor, admittedly,
has a great deal of shock value,
but it is only because of the "rath
er silly Pentagon propaganda that
our bombing is so accurate that
it only hits concrete and steel, not
people."
According to the lanky Timesman, the war has a negative ef
fect on agriculture, the North's
main industry, because of the
withdrawal of manpower for the
war effort. Continuing, Salisbury
contended that only two things
hold us back from peace in Viet
Nam: the view of certain milita
rists that the North should be
bloodied into submission before ne
gotiations can begin, and the pre
dominant feeling in Washington
that the government of the South
is too shaky to merit a withdrawal,
a factor increased by the appre
hensions of tired and fearful gov
ernment officials who dread the
thought of prolonged talks.
"I thought protest movements in
the U.S. might have been a signi
ficant factor before I went to
North Viet Nam, but on the basis
of talks with top officials there,
they are under no illusions about
the state of opinion in America,"
Turn to SALISBURY, pg. 8

the grant entitles Schulz to tuition,
room and board, transportation
there and back, medical expenses,
and a monthly spending allowance.
He will begin classes at Hawaii
on June 14th and will devote the
full summer (7 hours a day, 5
days a week) to the study of the
Chinese language. Starting in the
fall, Rick will benefit from the cul
turally rewarding atmosphere in
the University's graduate quar
ters, where he will be in close
Turn to SCHULZ, pg. 8

RICHARD SCHULZ

KIRKPATRICK — f r o m p a g e I
world. Like the giant bottom of an
iceberg, a fantastic rush of infor
mation makes up the undercurrent
for daily events. It is the CIA's
job to tap these world information
sources — newspapers f rom all
over the world, documents pub
lished in Russia and China, books,
learned journals, and the spoken
word — and then interpret, com
pile, and project these. This rush
of information ("terribly destruc
tive potentially") usually reaches
the president's des kin a 2-8 page
report.
In discussing the controls over
the CIA system, Kirkpatrick noted
that control is very tight since the
Bureau of the Budget carefully
inspects CIA expenditures, at least
three congressional committees
have a say in CIA issues, and since
other intelligence agencies exist.
In an inevitable mention of the
recent
NSA-CIA
controversy,
Kirkpatrick emphasized that the
NSA had received financial
aid
from the CIA because the students
minimized the effect of communist
youth groups in a number of coun
tries. Moscow has arranged sev
eral "communist fairs" (the one
in 1957 cost $100,000,000) ; in comparsison our efforts of a similar
nature (i.e., NSA-sponsored pro
jects) are minor. Discounting the
ideas that the National Student
Association acted in an espionage
capacity or that NSA served in the
collection of intelligence, Profes
sor Kirkpatrick revealed the CIA's
contributions to NSA were in the
form of "straight subsidy," which
gave the CIA little say concerning
the money's use. Another group,
he stated, could not have been cho
sen for this task since the flag
was not in question here, but the
representation of America as the
diverse, pluralistic nation it is, in
which students reflect the diversity
of opinion. Mr. Kirkpatrick had
decided reservations about the
probable success of the foundation
which President Johnson is set
ting up to support NSA, now en
tirely divorced from the CIA. Rec
ognizing that other countries —
notably the Soviet Union — have
been supporting similar youth or
ganizations for years, the profes

sor saw that the American people
had yet to gain a "sophistication"
about such issues. Kirkpatrick held
that the former NSA leader who
divulged the NSA-CIA pact was a
"traitor." The professor further
stated that we were a nation at
war and that such treason is the
basis of all subversion.
In commenting on the "academ
ic rationale" that many centers of
learning have for the CIA, Mr.
Kirkpatrick said he would "worry
if ever these people were quiet."
He asserted that the right to dis
sent is one of the most basic—
yet it cannot transcend the bounds
of responsibility. He added, "The
manifestations we see are much
noisier than actual fact."
When asked to compare the CIA's
effectiveness to that of Russian
intelligence, Professor Kirkpatrick
was quick to say, "We don't have
to take our hats off to anyone."
The Russians are "terribly well
trained", and they outnumber us
in intelligence personnel (as high
as one million employees); but
then we are efficient and cover a
world scope. He called British in
telligence services "some of the
finest in the world," but added
that they can't compare to the
U.S. or the U.S.S.R. in this re
gard since they are smaller and
rely only on information from
areas vital to Britain herself. . . .
In an interesting side note, Kirk
patrick said, "The root mistake
in the Bay of Pigs fiasco was that
we thought we could do something
with clandestine means that we
could do with direct military action
and this within the context of ma
jor military organizations, using
irregular means. This is a myth."
The CIA and invasion personnel
got carried away with the excite
ment of it all. They were" moved
by the realization that a commu
nist nation existed 90 miles from
the continental United States.
Stating that through the CIA
at least "the communists were be
ing answered" in the 1950's, Pro
fessor Kirkpatrick held, "We no
longer face a communist monolith,
but still I haven't lessened my
feelings about keeping on our in
telligence toes."

LP RECORDS
Were 4.98

Now 1.99
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Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem
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Lightnin' Hopkins
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Happiness
Is . . .
"Happiness is . .
will be the
theme of this year's Spring Week
end to be held on May 5th and 6th.
Activities begin for the tradition
al affair on Friday night when
Chris Powers and his orchestra en
tertain from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at a
formal prom to be held at the
Pleasant Valley Country Club. A
buffet will be served at midnight,
and bar facilities will be avail
able. Saturday the 6th will be
the date for two events also spon
sored by the Social Committee
under the chairmanship of senior
Mike Gendron. In the afternoon
from 1-5 p.m. comedian "Flip"
Wilson and pop song artists, the
"Shirelles" will entertain at In
dian Ranch in Webster, Mass. Wil
son has appeared on the Ed Sul
livan show several times this year,
is a regular guest on the Tonight
show, and spent all last summer
with entertainer John Davidson on
the Kraft Music Hall. Unlike last
year when the afternoon entertain
ment was in concert form, dancing
to the sound of the "Shirelles" is
on the agenda. A comely quartet
of girls, the "Shirelles" have gain
ed a reputation by staying with
the trends of rock and roll and by
consistently producing hits, three
of which have topped the million
mark. Their songs include the orig
inal rendition of "Dedicated to the

One I Love," "Soldier Boy," and
"Big John." The week-end's activi
ties will be wrapped up at Trow's
Farm in Oakdale, Mass. as the
vibrant Van Dels, a group from
Nichols College, perform. Danc
ing will be from 8-12. At both of
Saturday's events the word is
B.Y.O.B.
A packet of tickets is available
for $15 that will be honored at
all three week-end events. Tickets
may be purchased individually at
$10 for Friday's prom, $5 for
Saturday afternoon, and $3 for
Saturday night. Tuesday, May 2nd
a florist will be at Assumption
from 10 a.m. to 12 in the mailroom. Three prices, to be announc
ed later, will be available for
corsages.

TRUE COUNSELS
OBJECTORS
In cooperation with the Ameri
can Friends Service Committee of
Cambridge, Mass., a number of
college professors in the Worcester
area are now available concerning
the draft status of young men and
their right to object to military
service.
Along with professors from Wor
cester Tech, Clark, and Holy Cross,
Dr. Michael True has pledged
his aid in the project. Mainly
an attempt to make information
available that is not ordinarily to
be found at local draft boards, the
project, according to Dr. True, is

AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
BALKED BY SGA
On Wednesday, April 18, the
Student Council rebuffed an at
tempt by the Dean of Students
and the Committte for Student
Affairs to insert regulatory claus
es in the proposed SGA constitu
tion. The Council considered and
rejected proposals by the Com
mittee to subject decisions of the
Council and ratification of both
the new constitution and future
amendments to the approval of
the Committee for Student Af
fairs. The Council did insert a re
vision stating that the SGA would
consider and decide "all matters
of immediate concern to the stu
dents with the advice and recom
mendations of the Student Affairs
Committee."
The Council accepted the rec
ommendations of the Committee to
reduce the power of the proposed
student court. The court will con
sist of five student justices who
will decide all cases of minor con
cern. The court will refer all
cases concerning suspension and
expulson of the Committee acting
as board of discipline. The Coun
cil agreed that it would be better
for the latter cases to be judged
by more experienced men than by
peers.
After the Committee's propo
sals were read to open the meet
ing, President McManus expressed
the fear that their insertion might
reduce the Council to an "admin
istrative spokesman." Fr. Norman
Meiklejohn, Dean of Students,
countered that the constitution
might allow the SGA to assume
power to pass legislation adverse
ly affecting the whole community.
There was strong opposition to
the proposal to subject the Coun
cil's decisions to the approval of
a "representative-at-large" of the
adminstration. Fr. Meiklejohn con
ceded the point but added that
"ultimately, the school will not give
up ultimate control . . . They (the
administration) always contain
the right since it's their institu
tion." However, he admitted that
"SGA is nevertheless tolerated by
the administration" and that
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"without the community it has no
rights, no existence." Delegate
Lamoureux replied, "Without the
students there would be no com
munity."
Fr. Meiklejohn then explained
the present role of the Committee
for Student Affairs as only "ad
visory." "The Dean has the au
thority." He attributed his ear
lier intention to empower the Com
mittee to "ingenuousness." He did
make an exception for matters of
discipline, for which the Dean
would act as prosecutor before the
Committee.
The first motion, to subject all
Council decisions to Committee ap
proval, was defeated after another
lengthy discussion centering on
what was called by Fr. Meikle
john "a question of safeguards."
His clarification concerning the
Committee's occasioned much doubt
as to the advisability of referring
Council decisions to a merely ad
visory body. Accused of not mak
ing himself clear, Fr. Meiklejohn
said, "I seem to be in a rut lately.
Everyone says I'm ambiguous."
The question of contractual obli
gations made by the student when
admitted to the school was brought
up by Bruce Fiske. Fr. Meiklejohn
urged that a clause recognizing
such a contract be introduced into
the preamble. Citing last year's
failure to find out precisely what
the contract was, and accusing
the administration of continuing
to act in loco parentis, Delegate
Garretson commented, "Any talk
of a contract is ridiculous."
The constitution was scheduled
to be voted upon Friday, April 21,
after this issue had gone to press.

IRC at Conference

A FIRST
FOR HARVARD
The
International
Relations
Club, under the intelligent super
vision of Dr. George Doyle and
this year's president, Jack Pavoni,
has distinguished itself as one of
the most active clubs on the As
sumption campus. This fact is
given weight by IRC attendance
at the conferences on world affairs
held at a number of institutions
throughout the Eastern seaboard.
DR. MICHAEL TRUE

not meant to coerce people to adopt
a certain position but to help peo
ple to "think through a position"
which is strictly within the legal
bounds of the Selective Service
System, yet one which will hold
for life.
Besides consultation with Dr.
True, there are a number of
books available that are helpful
to those in doubt of their present
draft status. Additional informa
tion is also within reach such as
alternate service possibilities or
facts for those who wish to request
non-involvement duty. The reason
for this special attention, accord
ing to Dr. True, is that a person
must be careful in the draft ques
tionnaire for C.O. status (form
150) since it is easy to be refused
on a technicality. He added that
while there is an advantage in
asking for C.O. classification soon
after one's 18th birthday, it is
vital that one waits upon such a
move until he is strong in his con
victions and knowledgeable about
the S.S.S. and its draft status
precendents.

CROWN AND
SHIELD ELECTS
NEW MEMBERS
April 18th saw the election of
new members to the Crown and
Shield Society, Assumption's own
honor society. Twenty-one sopho
mores, juniors, and seniors were
chosen from the sixty-five nomin
ated by presidents of all campus
clubs and activities and by all
members of the faculty. Those
honored: Sophomores — Thomas
DePeter, Denis Gallagher, James
Hyland, Corydon Ireland, Roger
Leisgang, Vincent Pelletier, and
Richard Shulz; Juniors •— Bruce
Fiske, Chuck Murphy, Edward
Pepka, Tim Savage, Rick Varieur,
and Paul Wojtowicz; Seniors —
Richard Blouin, Richard Flanagan,
Michael Garretson, Steve Hiro, Art
Lamoureux, Teddy Paulauskas,
Ken Smith, and Donald Zappone.
The maximum number of stu
dents that can be in the Society
is fixed by percentage according
to class. The most seniors possible
is twenty per cent of the class,
juniors ten per cent, and sopho
mores ten per cent. The member
ship includes seven sophomores out
of a possible nine members, ele
ven juniors out of eighteen, and
eighteen seniors out of eighteeen.
Dean of Students Norman Meik
lejohn will host a special dinner
to be given in early May when
new members will be officially in
ducted.

Compliments of

Campus Bookstore

The club's latest venture was the
Fourth Annual China Conference
at Harvard University on April
14th, 15th, and 16th, marking the
first time an Assumption contingent
was invited1 to the famous affair.
Seniors Jack Pavoni and Michel
Perrault, junior Tim Savage, and
a sophomore, Bob McGarry, at
tended the three day program
which was made more significant
by 600 students who represented
55 schools from as far west as
Iowa.
Activities began at 6:00 on Fri
day with a speech by John King
Fairbanks, a professor of history
and director of the East Asian
Research Center at Harvard, who
spoke about "Chinese Foreign Pol
icy." Professor Fairbanks, known
as the foremost expert on China in
the U.S. today and who also took
up Chinese studies at Peking Uni
versity at one time, then partici
pated in a panel on "the Chinese
Attitude toward the World." A
Canadian newspaperman, an Aus
tralian expert on China, a U.S.
State Department official, and con
ference moderator Jerome Cohen,
a professor of law at Harvard also
took part in the discussion for the
benefit of the 600 students in at
tendance.
On Saturday afternoon two
panels were held, one On the "In
ternal Political Development in
China" and the other on "Chinese
Economics: Industrial and Agri
cultural Development." That night
was taken up by a two-and-a-half
hour film called "The East is Red"

which was made in Peking for
propaganda purposes. The film,
whose uncut version was seven and
a half hours long, had to be ship
ped by way of Canada and per
mission for Harvard's premiere
showing had to be obtained at the
U.S. Treasury Department. Inter
estingly enough, it is said that all
pictures of Lin Pao, China Regime
president, had been deleted because
of developments during China's re
cent "cultural revolution."
Sunday the 16th saw a stimu
lating panel of foreign policy ex
perts discuss "Developing an
American Attitude toward China."
The panel included former U.S.
ambassador to Japan Edwin Reischauer, Professor James Thomp
son, a Harvard assistant profes
sor of history and a former mem
ber of John Kennedy's adminis
trative staff, and Robert Barnett
of the State Department. The dis
cussion was given fire by Thomp
son's contention that the present
administration has failed totally
in its relations with China. In
the questioning that followed As
sumption College gained some
what of reputation of the moment
when sophomore Bob McGarry
briskly defended his "realistic" at
titude towards China which called
for stiffer U.S. policy in the East.
The taped version of Sunday
afternoon's sessions was presented
on Channel two the same day from
4-8 p.m.
As described by IRC president
Jack Pavoni, the general tone of
the conference was "moderately
leftist." He further discussed the
week-end, jointly sponsored by the
Harvard - Radcliffe International
Relations Council and the Colle
giate Council of the United Na
tions. Claiming it was unique
when compared to most related
activities which tend to become
social affairs, Jack said, "This
was a serious conference as far
Turn to IRC, pg. 8

Stoughton
On Counseling
On Tuesday, April 18, an audi
ence of approximately 50 graduate
and undergraduate students was
on hand at the Maison Auditori
um to hear Dr. Robert Stoughton
speak on the subject "What Is A
Counselor?".
Following a short introduction
by Mr. Frank Buckley, Chaiiman
of the Assumption College Divi
sion of Psychology and Education,
Dr. Stoughton spoke on the role
which counseling plays in educa
tion and society in general.
Stating that we are entering a
crucial era in the field of counsel
ing, Dr. Stoughton emphasized the
fact that "the role of the counselor
is determined by the people we
are trying to serve." Continuing,
he also stated that the tie-in be
tween classroom and practical ap
plication should be based not on
techniques alone but on an under
standing of these techniques as
well. Citing the secondary school
counselor as an example, Dr.
Stoughton said that such a coun
selor must also be an educator who
understands what goes on in the
school outside his own field and
must necessarily take part in ac
tivities outside his own depart
ment. This experience, Dr. Stough
ton emphasized, does not neces
sarily have to come from actual

teaching experience. He went on
to say that the secondary school
counselor should not just give out
counseling information but should
also be able to instruct his case in
the use of this information.
In conclusion, Dr. Stoughton
stated that the most important
facet in the future of counseling
is research and evaluation and that
"revised roles and improved tech
niques lie in the future of the
field."
Following his talk, Dr. Stough
ton answered several questions
from an interested audience. The
question and answer period was
followed by refreshments in the
foyer of the Maison.
Dr. Stoughton received his Bach
elor's Degree from Harvard Uni
versity and obtained his Master's
from Brown University and his
Doctorate from the University of
Connecticut. He has been Chair
man of several national committees
in the field of guidance and coun
seling and is presently employed as
the Chief of the Bureau of Per
sonnel Services, Department of
Education of the State of Connec
ticut.
Dr. Stoughton's lecture was pre
sented by the Graduate Program
in Guidance and Psychology of
Assumption College.
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Of Mice and Men

I hope you will permit me to
When we first arrived on Salis
make a few comments on the state
bury Street, it was a sunny Sep
of the arts at Assumption as I see
There is no group on campus ers) — violin, cello, flute and re
tember day in 1963, and we sensed Pri
them.
On Teachers, Cynics,
presently that has dedicated itself corders, harpsichord and/or organ.
a
vitality and purpose here that ffu
I wish, first of all, to congratu to the performance of serious mu
And Uninvited Guests
There's a whole world of music
spoke of goals, leadership, and men
late the students in their recent sic, vocal or instrumental. I don't
written for chamber ensembles or
For those who still care, a warn working to achieve their ends. The a
endeavor — the Student Art Col believe this can be attributed to
voice and instruments just waiting ing is in order: our "melting-pot" end appeared to consist of building CU]
lection, and particularly on the a lack of talent. (There are at
to be played and enjoyed.
culture is turning sour. It leaves the best small Catholic college in at
success of their art day which least 10% of the students at As
It's now that we can start think either a bitter taste or no taste at the country. Assumption was small- ho1
inaugurated it. This is truly the sumption that play fairly well a
ing of our next productive school all. It produces, almost exclusive er then, and it was operated on a hir
beginning of a cultural enrichment wide variety of insturments.) No,
year 1967-68. I'll have a summer ly, either cynics or tasteless citi family structure headed by a pat- tio
for us all. The Committee for the there's talent. But there is no
to think about any number of mu zens. Part of the aim of liberal ed riarch. This patriarch was recog- as
Arts should be commended on its dedication to higher values.
sical endeavors all the way from ucation must be to free some of nized as the voice of education in rej
mature taste and conscientious
challenging
choir repertoire to the these people for meaningful action. the community. In our sophomore 0f
It's all too easy to blame a lack
pursuit of excellence in the collec
presentation of Medieval Mystery
year (or was it our junior year?) jov
of
administration
support.
They
tion. I pledge my enthusiasm and
The task will not be easy. Un Assumption seemed to have lost its p ,
plays in our new Chapel. But will
r
hope to interest my acquaintances haven't got the money to waste
there be students to share the joy fortunately, the value of "mean purpose, its direction. The voice oi p0e
on
enterprises
which
the
students
who possess worthy pieces in the
ingful action" has been nearly lost education in the community had by ,
of making beauty together?
ar (
possibility of contributing them show no interest in supporting by
to our culture. Proof of this is this time moved elsewhere. Some it
w
a
serious
committment.
eventually to the collection.
Yours respectfully,
hardly necessary. We are fast ap
say Assumption rested that year Ses
Father Donat Lamothe, A.A. proaching the time when a man's
I'm less satisfied1 with the man
My dream is that someday As
from its frenzied first decade. Oth- jus
ner in which the other arts are sumption College will have added
worth will be measured by the ers say Assumption floundered that Ho
number and kinds of women he year. It cast about in all directions
treated in our liberal arts college, to its liberal arts curriculum cours
May I ask the purpose of such
ne^
particularly the performing arts. es in music to balance its courses
sleeps with — a meaningless, not for a purpose and proceeded to act ne
a beautiful campus? Is it merely a
0
to say tasteless, standard.
Who should bear the brunt of the in Fine Arts. Then, perhaps a
from day to day without a clear tha
showcase or does it perhaps have
responsibility for this negligence Glee Club will not only be possible
conception of its goal.
some underlying functional value?
Such
a
criterion
will
have
two
otl
is hard to determine. There is cer but necessary as a practical exer
It is our conclusion that Assump-| nc
What irreparable harm can pos immediate consequences: first,
tainly no lack of communication cise of the musical art.
sibly be done by tossing a football youth will become independently tion's goal remains confused. This poi
concerning drama and musical per
or baseball on the green pastures "noble" while secondly, any man confusion partly explains the seem er
But
we
need
not
wait
until
then
formances here in Worcester and
of Palestine? It is not always feas over fifty will lose his worth en ing chaos of its administration, Th
nearby Boston. Again the Commit to provide opportunities in music
ible for one to trek to the athletic tirely. I submit it is no coincidence Without a well developed plan for un
tee for the Arts deserves many performance for capable and in
field for a mere ten minutes of that fifty was once thought the age the future, the administration is fie
terested
students
on
our
campus.
bravos for its attempts to solicit
play.
Several
opportunities
exist
for
when men began to reach their per forced to act hesitantly and with- ze
interest. But the response from our
Although a case can be made for fection. When the values have been out unity. Some of us have visited th
some
of
our
students
who
already
own student body is at times dis
the danger posed to others, I doubt completely reversed, it will be evi other colleges, both secular and th
heartening. Where are the "500" have some music background, vocal
that there ever was a serious traf dent that someone has democratic Catholic, and we have found instil w
or instrumental.
when it comes time to share more
fic problem between the freshman ally, religiously transvalued this tutions administered by nuns that j
valuable experiences with their col
For example, Worcester is justi
dorm and the parking lot at 6:00 ancient value structure. Whether are run on a more professional ba-* —
leagues who put in long hours of fiably proud of its Worcester Chor
in the evening. After all, Father, intended or not, the results will be sis than Assumption College. As
preparation into a play or speaker us — with a tradition over a cen
the coffers can't possibly be so in favor of youth and against wis sumption is like an adolescent. It
series? Why so few at perform tury old. It numbers about 175
empty as to necessitate the dock dom. We will all be victims of this can be treated paternally, but the
ances of the October Music Fes selected singers. If a student meets
results will be discouraging for its
ing of everyone at $1.00. The only transvaluation.
tival, or at Community Concerts the audition requirement (ability
wants to be administered like at
other school in memory with such
(at bargain prices at that) or at to read music well) he will be most
To be redeemed, some means adult. Here again it will be uncom of
a policy was Yeshiva Prep.
Humanities Concerts or Lectures? welcome to join the chorus even
should be suggested not only to fortable, for it has not yet achieved lr
Richard Gallati
Since my arrival at the college if he will only be able to perform
prevent the extinction of our race the self-confidence that independent ?.
Michael Duany,
in 1963, three attempts have been with the group for a few years. It
but to insure the survival of real and rational action requires. We p
Victims
made at the formation of a Glee takes only 2 and a half hours of
wisdom. To this end I propose think it is time to acquire the ne
Club. Each has failed. Why? I'll time a week.
three simple rules for education, cessary courage and maturity n1
take my share of the blame, if it
especially designed for all levels which will provide the leadership ?!
On our own campus, I'd have
of our community.
be inexperience. But even when two other dreams which I hope will
and competence that will make As- *.
professional direction was provid materialize some year: a small
g
Students, especially those of cyn sumption the best small Catholic '
ed in earlier years, the Glee Club chorus (8-10 selected voices) for
ical tastes: give the teachers the college in the country. In the past' ^
suffered from student negligence the performance of Early Music,
few months we have sensed a rumb- W
benefit of your doubts.
of rehearsals. In only one year secular and sacred; and a small
ling of vitality among the admin- |',r
Partial and full scholarships are
Teachers: trust your students. If istration, the faculty, and the stu- .
did it actually perform in concert. instrumental ensemble (6-10 play- available for public affairs-minded
students interested in attending a you find that some are unworthy dent body. Thus far, this energy f?
6-week Encampment for Citizenship of your trust, then they are impo has consisted of ideas, suggestions, .
this summer in New York City lite. They are uninvited guests. tentative plans, and pregnant ac
And like any tasteless intruders, tions. The energy waits to be beck
or in Puerto Rico.
they should be told to leave. If you
The decision of the Class of 1967 not to give a class gift
Problems of poverty, civil rights, do not tell them to leave because oned to its task. The task demands ~
j
to the college is only one symptom of a very real discontent, and developing nations are exam of your "christian love," then I say a leader.
Let
the
above
not
be
construed
among undergraduates and recent graduates, with prevailing ined and discussed in the New you are veiling your own weak as our total judgment of our Asconditions at Assumption. The decision was not unexpected. York and Puerto Rico encamp ness and vulgarity. You have lost sumption experience. Many of us
ments by young men and women
The Class of 1966 had set a clear precedent in this matter of all social, religious, ethnic, and any desire for liberal education. have profited greatly from the edand were much more outspoken, and certainly more explana economic backgrounds, many na In short, to return to my second ucational experience Assumption
paragraph, I denounce you as
tory, in their announcement. That the Class of 1967 chose to tionalities, and varied political sleeping with Christianity — co- College has offered us. Our con- en
follow this precedent seems to indicate that conditions at views. A staff of a dozen teachers incidentally, the most accessible of cern is with Assumption's future, cu
for we have benefitted greatly from wl
and social scientists at each site women.
Assumption have not improved.
its past.
. no
includes returned Peace Corps
Kevin Earls, '67
We think, on the contrary, that conditions have im volunteers.
Gerard Koot, '6 by

NEW

VISTAS

BY BREAD ALONE

proved. There is more life on this campus than a year or two
ago. The most obvious indication is the remarkable increase
in student achievements, of which the Student Art Collection
is only one, although the finest; and at the risk of seeming
unduly proud, we might mention the improvement in the
Provocateur as well.
One almost lamentable characteristic of all this new
student activity, however, is just this: it is student activity.
The administration has failed miserably in its role as leaders
of the academic community at Assumption. The Student Col
lection has received administrative aid only after the fact;
and it is no secret that the administration has made it un
duly difficult for the paper as well. The burden of the com
plaint of the Class of 1967, and of the Class of 1966, seems
to be this: that the administration has been and is incapable
of efficiently managing an institution of higher learning.
We would go a little further. We would ask: Are the
men who run this school really proud of it? God knows there
are too few students who are; and this school, or any other,
simply cannot afford to have leaders who lack the devotion
needed to inspire themselves, the students, and the profes
sors with a real sense of unity and purpose. It seems, on the
contrary, that the present administration does lack such
devotion and, having established a certain routine, are at
tempting to maintain it even at the risk of creating hostile
alumni.
What we are really asking is this: Where are the men
of vision? Tradition has it that there were such beings once
upon a time. Where are they now?

The Encampment for Citizenship, founded in 1946, is non-par
tisan, non-sectarian, and non
profit; it is sponsored by the
American Ethical Union. Chair
man of the Sponsors Committee,
a post held by Eleanor Roosevelt
for 17 years, is New York's Re
publican-Liberal Mayor John V.
Lindsay.
Encampment activities include
workshops on volunteer tutoring,
community development, housing
and school integration, world af
fairs and other subjects, as well
as lectures, films, discussion groups
and field trips. Two days a week
will be devoted to community serv
ice work in low-income areas.
The New York Encampment, to
be held July 2-August 12 on the
15-acre campus of the Fieldston
School, 45 minutes from midtown
Manhattan, will focus on urban
area problems and on world affairs.
The Inter-American Encampment,
drawing participants from through
out the Americas, will be held on
June 25-August 5, on the moun
tain El Yunque in Lugillo National
Forest in Puerto Rico. Its pro
gram emphasis will be on com
munity development and human
rights in the Americas.
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The age range for both encamp
ments is 17 through 21. Cost of
board, room, and tuition for the
6 weeks in either location is $500;
full and partial scholarships are
available on the basis of need. Applicaitons are available from the
Encampment for Citizenship, Inc.,
2 West 64th Street, New York City
10023.
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The class of 1967 will publisl
an evaluation of their four years a
Assumption and submit their pro
posals for Assumption's future
The yet-to-be-titled evaluation wil
be edited by Richard Ryscavagt
and seeks the comments of all isterested parties. The project re
port also seeks funds.
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Honig Converses About Verse
"It usually begins as a sort of poetry. I think by temperament I
pressure before it becomes lan like to have things in a kind of
guage."
order."
Widely published in such places
With these words Edwin Honig,
as
The New York Times, the New
a noted contemporary poet and
currently a professor of English Yorker, and Saturday Review,
at Brown University, described Mr. Honig's poetry has made an
how a poem is conceived within impression on the contemporary
him. Last April 3rd the Assump scene. The recipient of numerous
tion community received Mr. Honig awards for his work, the poet is
as he read a number of his more also an established author, editor,
representative works in the salon and translator. He is co-editor of
of the Maison. A Guggenheim fel the Mentor Book of Major Ameri
low for writing in 1948 and 1967, can Poets, a text used in the
Professor Honig accompanied each Freshman Composition course at
poem with a short commentary Assumption, and his work Dark
and showed himself to be a lively Conceit: the Making of Allegory
wit in the question and answer is the most definitive work of its
Inspired in his
session that followed. When asked kind available.
just why he writes a poem, Mr. youth by the likes of W. H. Auden,
Honig replied that a poem "is Hart Crane, and Stephen Spender,
news. I'd like to tell it to some Mr. Honig is also noted for his
one. It's also a relief. It's a burden translations of Garcia Lorca, Cer
that I'd like to share with an vantes, and Calderon.
The reading was sponsored by
other." Commenting on the useful
the
English Department of As
ness of his poetry, he said, "My
poems are for peace, for the great sumption College and was free of
er glory of mankind. I mean that." charge.

Wind to Wind — Honig
In the wind of whoever you are,
the shape that will vanish to be
a smile or a way of holding your
head
in the wind of whoever it was
that hovered nearby you is all
that will be of you as you are
when you were least aware —
finger, shoulder, and hair,
full mouth grimacing, forehead
surprised1
eye slanted to fondness and hurt,
oh, the lovely fire and cloud of
you
burst, hammered and fluffed
through a mind soon to fade
from a body like yours —
your body, my body, all bodies
gathered and thrown in the wind
that widens and thins to air.

Page Five
Review

ILLYA DARLING
It's not strange to see a Broad
way play transferred to the
screen, but recently, the opposite
is being done more and more. Two
seasons ago a musical version of
Fellini's THE NIGHTS OF CABIRIA, called SWEET CHARITY
opened, and is still running. This
season, Jules Dassin's NEVER ON
SUNDAY is on the boards.
On April 11th, after try-outs
in Philadelphia, Detroit, and Tor
onto, ILLYA DARLING opened
at the Mark Hellinger Theater in
New York. Again Melina Mercouri
portrays Illya, recreating her mo
vie role, carrying off top honors

in the process. Orson Bean, star of
TO TELL THE TRUTH and
HOMEMAKER'S BEANS, plays
Dassin's screen role of Homer
Thrace. Illya is the sweet and lov
able prostitute of Piraeus, and
Homer Thrace is a professor from
Middletown, Connecticut in search
of Truth. He tries to restore,
through Illya, some of the treas
ures of Greek antiquity which
have been corrupted in the process
of time. In his process of re-edu
cation, he almost ruins Illya, by
taking away her free spirit, but
she realizes this before it's too late,
and Mr. Bean ends up the big
loser.
The play in general is excellent.
The Greek music by Academy
Award winning Manos Hadjidakis
is beautiful, including, of course,
a Greek rendition of NEVER ON
SUNDAY. The score runs the ga
mut from quiet passionate love
songs such as "Love, Love, Love"
and "After Love", to raucous pas
sionate production numbers like
"Po Po Po" and "Ya Chara." Onna
White's choreography makes you
want to get up and do the "Zebekiko" and other Greek dances
along with the cast.
Mr. Bean, although eclipsed by
Miss Mercouri, does prove that he
can do more than sell beans. The
supporting cast is very convincing
in their effort to make the audi
ence feel as if it was the guest
at a two and a half hour party
they were having. Outside of a
few serious moments, e.g. a strike
called by the local prostitutes'
union, and various fights and lov
er's spats, the musical is an all
singing, all dancing, all loving,
and all drinking experience.
Titos Vandis is a lovable middle
aged little boy named Yorgo. Joe
E. Marks is a sixty-year old who
does cartwheels — Nikos Kourkoulos reminds every young man
of himself, and Despo, who brings
down the house with her solo ren
dition of "I'll Never Lay Down
Any More", is the kind of friend
every boy should have. Even with
this superb cast, though, the show
is entirely Melina's.
Since it's Melina's play, she can
do no wrong, and doesn't. Her exe
cution of Onna White's dances is
the noticeable reward of many
hours of hard work, and her low
sultry-voiced singing brings the
audience back for more. Her acting
is coy, seductive, and at the same
times gives a semblance of inno
cence.
In response to a question con
cerning the difference between the
screen and stage role, she did say
that the role in the play is more
difficult than the one in the film,
since the play must go on every
night. Also, she had never danced
or sung professionally before. Un
able to concentrate on more than
one major project at a time, she
was unable to tell me if she has
any new films in the works, adding
philosophically, "Qui vivra, verra."
All in all, the play and its star
are very enjoyable. Both leave the
audience humming.

The professor mentioned the
unique poetry workshop class that
THE OLD AND
he heads at Brown, and when quiz
THE
NEW IN U.S.S.R.
zed on the method used to teach
the craft of poetry, he stated, "I
April 3rd saw the History Club
think there was a time that I host a speaker, Nikita Rodkowwrote quatrains and things, and sky, professor at Newton College
I believe this is the way to teach of the Sacred Heart. Formerly a
teacher at Fordham and a reci
pient of degrees from Columbia
ALDEN JOHNSON
University, Mr. Rodkowsky discus
ART DONATION
sed the topic "Soviet Materialism
The Student Art Collection, one in the Light of the Main Religious
of. two student-owned collections Tendencies in Russian Culture."
A native of Russia himself, Mr.
in academic America, continues to
MEMORY OF DRAWERS, by Salvador Da I i, whose recent works will be
grow. Recently Alden P. Johnson, Rodkowsky began with the ide
shown a t Assumption.
distinguished owner of the Barre ological distinction between the
Press of Barre, Mass., made a terms "Russia" and "the Soviet
number of donations termed "very Union." Contending that Russia Marxist dialecticism, that is, con ping unconscious tendencies in the
generous" by Fine Arts chairman is actually the name of a now non tradictions bound up with life and Russian psyche of pre-Christian
Michael Garretson. Mr. Johnson's existent segment of the communist leading to the highest development archetypes. National socialism also
gift includes sixteen high-quality state — the U.S.S.R. or the So of state power to prepare for its employed these.
All of this, Mr. Rodkowsky as
prints done by artists associated viet Union, he went on to assert demise.
serted, gives weight to his major
with the Pratt Graphic Art Cent that there existed little direct cul
Messianism, another religious
er of New York. Investigation of tural or ideological continuity be tendency dear to old Russians, was point, namely, that there exists no
the individual artists is being car tween the two concepts of the state here again distorted and abused cultural continuity between the
ried on by Garretson's branch of separated by the October, 1917, by the proponents of communism. cultures of Russia in October, 1917,
the college's Committee for the Russian Revolution. Mr. Rodkow This principle had its origins in and the Soviet Union, but that
Arts. So far it has been discovered sky held that Marxism was west the late 15th century reign of certain tendencies were used and
that eight of the artists are cur ern and bourgeois in origin and Ivan III and the idea that Rus perverted by the communists.
rently exhibited at the Museum of that Lenin and his followers only sians, obsessed with the idea of a
Modern Art in New York City, intensified the abuses, drawing on "third Rome," considered them
seven at the Whitney, and one in the universal emotions of hate and selves the only true Christians.
Washington's National Gallery. envy. Marxism teaching in eco Due to historic circumstance that
The estimated worth of the dona nomics, politics, and philosophy forced such church thought under
Six years ago, at its inception,
tion is "several thousand dollars." was foreign to the Russian Chris ground, the religious dissenters the St. Augustine Institute of As
tian tradition, as shown by the
who opposed church revision that sumption College had two students.
Mr. Johnson was also kind
civil strife that followed the 1917
would crush the principle of mes Today this undergraduate night di
enough to give the committee a
crisis. Communism consists in the
sianism were forced underground vision has 165 students doing work
current book, Signs of the Zodiac,
perversion of Russian religious
and increasingly looked toward so towards their A.B. The program
which features one original print
tendencies in that the Soviet Union
cialistic utopianism. Messianism is on a tri-mester basis; so theo
now at Assumption, "The Ram"
has not only tried to promote a
became passive as there occurred retically a degree can be won in
by Sante Granziani.
new pseudo-religion, but also a
a disturbing rise of nihilism among five years, though most students
pseudo-tradition.
Russian intellectuals. Russian re take eight full years. By reason of
The Bolsheviks distorted a num
ligiosity turned into atheism and the demands of the program, since
Genesians To
ber of traditional Russian con
passive messianism became totali only two hours of classwork must
Present 'L'Avare'
cepts in order to further Commu
tarianism — the active harmony suffice for regular course loads and
nism. One of these was the old
of things. Thus messianism became status is the same as graduate
The Genesians, Assumption Col
Russian ideal of an inspired and
a tool for the Soviet rulers to gain students, only those 25 or over are
lege's dramatic society, will pre
constant search for truth ("pravpresently admitted into the pro
intellectual drives.
sent Moliere's famous satire on the
da") which was taken up and dis
gram. A large percentage of the
social mores and human foibles of
torted to Lenin's own use by the
Pre-Christian archetypes (e.g., enrolees are members of the nurs
his time, L'Avare. It will be per
Marxist-Leninist concept of unity the myth of "Mother Earth")
ing program, though the majority
formed for the first time in more
of theory and practice, a princi were also brought to the fore by
of the others have no college back
than twenty years on campus at
ple which amounted to a distorted the 1917 revolution. The greatest
ground. To insure the quality of
the auditorium of the Maison Christian faith concept.
temptation for religious Russians the St. Augustine program, it is
Francaise. Curtain rises on April
One of the basic old-Russian was a sort of sensual pantheism.
administered by the faculty of the
30 and May 1 at 8:00 p.m.
principles was the institution of Lenin, saying it was logical to say
day college. No college boards are
Father Richard Richards, A.A. universal unity, that is, an inter that all material can sense and as
required for admission and accept
director, points out the evident nal unity of opposites, a system of sert, distorted reality and made
ance is on a year-by-year proba
progress of modern drama on cam internal contradictions by which people conform to a system. Su
tion basis.
pus. When he performed in it as a everything is created. Lenin in his perstition had to be believed even
CHRISTMAS — from pg. I
Some interesting cases have
student himself years ago, he play "algebra of the revolution" used by scientists and biologists by the
arisen. Three years ago a sixty3. So that those who do not want
ed the part of a woman. Now, re this tendency in putting forth command of the party, thus tapyear-old former town manager was
to give until some changes have
gardless of acting ability, boys will
graduated with an A.B. in the So
made will have a chance to
not even be allowed to compete for
cial Sciences, and is now teaching,
watch
school development over
these parts. The girls from nearby
while retired from the political
the next three years. (A con
Anna Maria College will portray
field. Recently a full-fledged lawyer,
structive evaluation of the
the feminine roles in this French
who is an assistant superintendent
school by the class is in the
classic.
of schools in the area, received his
planning stages.)
133 HIGHLAND STREET
Senior Paul Turgeon has the
A.B. through the Institute. In an
4. Under this system any student
leading role of Harpagon. Other
other instance a man who reached
who wants to give now can do
thespians include Richard Ferland
WORCESTER, MASS.
only high school equivalency status
so through the development of
'67, Andrew Carpentier '69, George
after his first year at Assumption
fice.
Fortin '67, Alfred LaBonte '69,
graduated with an A.B. and went
5. Those who wish to give de
Tel. 755-4351
Gerald St. Martin '68, Bernard
on to win his M.A. in Guidance and
partmental gifts should make
Audette '70, Roland Lapointe '68,
Psychology with the help of a
personal arrangements with
and Rene Frichette '70.
state fellowship.
their departments.

Undergrads
By Night

COOPER'S FLOWERS
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Draft: Past, Present,
And Future
By Edward Bertorelli
The tradition of military con
scription and its consequences have
always been the source of univer
sal controversy. Military conscrip
tion, whether characterized by len
ient exemption and lax enforce
ment or by universal participation
and stringent enforcement, chang
es greatly from country to country
and also fluctuates as the military
situation changes within these
countries. The states of Latin
America, often lacking adequate
training facilities for its conscripts
and experiencing little military
pressure, draft on a revolving sys
tem with men being called when
ever there are facilities and re
gardless of age. The Arab coun
tries of the Middle East, though,
Egypt and Jordan in particular,
make intensive use of the draft in
their conflicts, both military and
political, with Israel. In answer to
this, Israel employs a universal
draft system of thirty months' ser
vice for both men and women.

Representatives. But the limited
area of debate did little to reduce
its emotional content. The discus
sion of the bill presented by the
Wilson administration authorizing
military conscription was debated
for four days and four nights and
finally passed. With the coming of
World War II, the protests against
compulsory draft and the demand
for exemption of conscientious ob
jectors reached new heights. But
because of the entrenched position
of the pro-draft supporters, little
was done to alleviate the situation.
With the coming of peace, or
"quasi-peace," and protests against
the system seemed useless in the
"witch hunt" atmosphere of the fif
ties. The first hint of discontent
with the conscription system came
wth the inception of military ac
tion in Vietnam. As expected, the
protest first took the form of ac
tion against drafting of conscien
tious objectors and against the
whole mode of compulsory service.
But surprisingly, the protests have
not increased, and we see more
conservative elements voicing dis
approval. These newer voices say
that exemptions for college stu
dents are unfair in a democratic
system and that students, who re
ceive the most from our country,
should be among those who serve it.
Even some students voice disap
proval of the present age policy of
the draft that increases our chanc
es of being drafted as we get older.
We say that such a system keeps
them in a constant state of uncer
tainty.

In the United States an attempt
has been made to balance the ex
tremes of voluntary and universal
conscription. Voluntary conscrip
tion, it seems, would not provide
enough men for an adequate force,
while universal conscription would
provide an overabundance of man
power. Unfortunately, though, the
system of exemptions that has
evolved as an answer to the forementioned problems has been con
troversial and downright confus
ing. Even the evolution of the ex
emption system was marked by
controversy and downright vio
Influenced by these protests,
lence.
President Johnson created a special
commission to study present draft
During the Civil War universal systems. Well, as you all probably
standards for both the draft and know, the commission's recommen
exemptions from it were instituted, dations are in, and briefly they are
with the result that severe riots as follows:
occurred in New York City. These
1. Deferments for all graduate
riots were as much a protest
against exemption as against the students, except for those in med
draft exemptions that allowed the ical or dental schools, should be
wealthy to escape the draft on the terminated.
payment of $300.00 to the govern
2. The present policy of in
ment. Fortunately, during the 1st creased chance of being drafted
World War, the debate did not ex with age should be altered, and the
tend beyond the verbal and was
Turn to DRAFT, pg. 7
largely confined to the House of

VASSAR,
YALE STUDY
COEDUCATION
New Haven, Conn. — (LP.)
Four members of the Vassar Col
lege Board of Trustees and four
members of the Corporation of
Yale University are reviewing a
study of the desirability and feasi
bility of moving Vassar College to
New Haven. The study will also
be concerned with possibilities of
close cooperation which would not
involve the relocation of Vassar.
It was emphasized that what is
being studied is not a "merger" or
"complete coeducation" but, rath
er, a "co-ordinate arrangement."
While those making the study
would learn a great deal from past
experience of such institutional
pairs as Brown and Pembroke,
Rutgers and Douglass, Columbia
and Barnard, as well as such
clusters of institutions as the
Claremont Colleges in California,
they would essentially be search
ing for a "model" or coordination
significantly different from any
now in existence.
The detailed day-by-day work of
the study will be carried on by the
two presidents, Kingman Brews
ter, Jr., of Yale, and Alan Simp-

PROFS — f r o m p g . I
Assumption graduate of the class
of 1959, he received his M.A. in
literature from Boston College and
he has been on the Salisbury cam
pus as a member of the faculty
since 1963.
Another member of the English
department, Dr. Michael True, will
be promoted from assistant pro
fessor to associate professor. Re
ceiving his A.B. from Oklahoma
University in 1955, Dr. True won
his Masters from the University
of Minnesota and his doctorate
from Duke in 1964, at which point
he began his tenure at Assump
tion.
Neil P. Brophy, a 1960 graduate
of Assumption and presently an
instructor in Philosophy, has been
promoted to assistant professor.
Mr. Brophy was awarded his M.A.
from the University of Laval in
1964. He joined the Assumption
faculty in September, 1964.
son of Vassar, their administrative
offices, their academic directors of
study, and faculty consultants. It
is expected that the final report
will be completed within the year.
Grants totaling $320,000 from
the Carnegie Corporation of New
York and the Ford Foundation for
the joint study of possible coopera
tive arrangements between Vassar
and Yale were announced recently.

Making Your Way
To The Bar

April 28, 1967

CORNELL:
A cATHOLIC WORKER

"There are not enough good
lawyers around who have a good
"We who have dedicated our
solid legal background."
selves to the war upon war, to
the development of nonviolence as
"No good lawyer is worried
an effective means to resist tyran
about his next meal or the future."
ny, cannot shrink from accepting
"Not all the lawyers around the consequences of our conscien
handle deeds, auto accidents, and tious acts."
real estate."
In a like spirit, the speaker of
These lucid observations are an these words, Mr. Thomas Cornell,
indication of the clarity and clev formerly Managing Editor of the
erness of Richard J. Testa, a Catholic Worker and now the Di
member of the Boston legal firm rector of the Catholic Peace Fel
Gaston, Snow, Motley, and Holt, lowship, talked to a large and
a 1959 alumnus of Assumption, spirited audience on April 17th in
and a graduate of Harvard Law the auditorium of the Maison.
School. Mr. Testa last April 5th Along with Barbara Deming, who
delivered a talk, sponsored by As spoke at Assumption during the
sumption's Justinian Pre-Legal So first semester, Mr. Cornell is on
ciety, on the topic, "What is a the executive committee for non
Lawyer — Law School and Be violent action and recently publish
ed a tribute to A.J. Muste, long
yond."
the heart and soul of the peace
Mr. Testa described the bar movement.
exam as the first step in a law
yer's career-making on which is
According to Mr. Cornell, the
used only a basic and elementary Catholic Worker was for awhile
approach to law. Like most pro the "cutting edge." Notes of his
fessions, a period of "apprentice toric interest on actual Catholic
ship" is necessary in any one of participation in various peace
many different areas before a de movements kept recurring through
gree can be valid. Discussing a out his speech, from the number
number of the various fields open of Catholic Conscientious Objec
to a lawyer, Mr. Testa touched tors in W.W. I (6), to the total
on positions with: the U.S. De failure of Catholicism in the Ger
partment of Justice, the Internal many of the '30's in trying to stem
Revenue Service, Wall St. firms, the tide of brutal Nazism, to the
any number of smaller regional Catholic Worker group, to an ac
firms (as he is), managment con count of the disproportionately
sulting, law enforcement agencies, large number of Catholics seeking
or the Securities and Exchange C.O. status today.
Commission. He clarified at length
Never abandoning hope for the
the distinction made between "bar
Catholic
role in the peace move
risters" — those lawyers who prac
tice by themselves and usually in ment, Mr. Cornell stated that his
major job today was to stir the
court — and "solliciters" — the
more numerous group of profes Catholic conscience about, specific
ally, the "illegal, immoral, and po
sionals who work for a firm doing
litically unsound" Viet Nam war,
research and not acting before a
jury. Mr. Testa closed his brief and to convince them that morality
is something beyond nationalism
talk with the observation that in
and will inevitably conflict with
the law profession, "you are not
government policy at times. He
limited by your (social) class, but
expressed optimism in mobilizing
only by your energy, ambition, and
U.S. Catholics to participate in the
imagination."
"war upon all war" and in creat
A brisk round of question and ing a "new dialogue" among Cath
answer followed. Asked how one olics in helping to end all wars.
can be sure he will be a good "To put their bodies where their
lawyer, Testa replied, "I really mouths are," as Jesuit Dan Berdon't know — it's probably im rigan says. He went on to call
possible — but you can't lose any war "the greatest enemy of man
thing, certainly, by three years kind today."
of law school. It's fine training."
In discussing the way in which
On the question of what one's
war should be stifled, the intensely
choice of law school should be,
thin Cornell maintained that re
Mr. Testa was adamant in his
volt by nonviolent means is best,
view that it should "be a 'national'
since violent revolution, as in the
Turn to TESTA, pg. 8 case of the U.S.S.R., may cause
socio-economic destruction that
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WANT THE
PROVOCATEUR
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+
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would take generations to repair.
Variously terming the Viet Nam
conflict as "naked imperialism"
and "agression against innocent
people," Cornell emphasized that
the war's seriousness must be
matched by "rock bottom" dedi
cation and seriousness in the pres
ent peace movement. He praised
the recent "Spring Mobilization"
(April 15th) as being a well-pub
licized and effective sign that the
peace movement is serious and that
at last the peace movement has
caused tremors of "inhibition" in
Washington. Citing the example of
the new wave of draft counseling
for potential C.O. draft status
seekers as a sign of new serious
ness, Cornell went on to urge that
Assumption people merge with
peace groups in Boston schools
such as Harvard, B.C. or B.U.
In an outline of the present ac
tivities of the Catholic Peace Fel
lowship, he told of attempts to
get the $100,000 so far donated to
the NFL Red Cross, North Viet
Nam, and the "School for Social
Service" in Saigon. Though the
group has so far been prevented
from carrying this out by the U.S.
government, Cornell was adamant
in his plans. "We swear to God
that we will get the money there,
even if it means putting our whole
executive staff in jail."
In the sometimes-spirited ques
tion and answer session that fol
lowed Mr. Cornell's address, he
asserted that, "We can look for
ward to at least twenty more
years of this kind of war, with the
U.S. consistently on the wrong
side."
Calling Pope Paul (with reser
vations) and U. Thant the "moral
leaders of the peace movement,"
Mr. Cornell revealed the fact that
Pope Paul recently sent $50,000
each to North and South Viet
Nam. He further attested to the
fact that, second only to the U.S.
Army, Catholic Relief Services is
one of the largest-volume shippers
in the world. In a surprisingly calm
end to what was often a tossed
salad of anecdotes and initials,
Mr. Cornell stated, "Of course, we
couldn't be doing anything of this
sort if we thought there was a
reasonable argument for our acti
vities prolonging the Viet Nam
Mr. Cornell's talk was sponsor
ed by the Student Government As
sociation of Assumption College.
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Multiple
Honors For
Remick

FELLOWSHIP WINNERS Gerry Koot, Jack Pavoni, and Michael Garretson.

SENIORS — from page I
fields such as History and Philoso is Catholic. I don't want to get an
phyother Catholic degree, and I feel
I'll get better opportunities with a
Instrumental in instituting and
degree from a secular institution.
improving the Student Art Collec
The lanky senior turned down Wis
tion, the energetic senior plans to
consin's "resident scholar" award
win his M.A., take time off for
because he felt that the "quality
practical experience and further
of education would not be signifi
his study at the University of
cantly better than Stony Brook."
Chundagarth in Punjab province,
*
*
*
India, and perhaps returning to the
A consistently excellent scholar
U.S. to get his doctorate at the
MIT-Harvard Urban Studies cen and president of the IRC, Jack Pa
voni was recently awarded a grant
ter ("if I make the grade").
*
*
*
from the University of Denver for
A senior History major who at its International Studies program.
tended St. Anthony's High in Worth $2,500 a year and renew
Smithtown, Long Island, Gerry able, the grant will enable Jack to
Koot recently accepted a grant — complete University of Denver's
"half a graduate assistantship" — two year Masters and three year
worth $1300 a year plus remission doctorate program. The senior, a
of tuition for graduate studies at native of Bridgeport, Conn., plans
S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook. Koot's to specialize in East and Southeast
main interest lies in late 19th cen Asian affairs, using the experience
tury and contemporary British his and knowledge he gains in a gov
tory and his present plans include ernment or international business
going on for his doctorate. In de position. The first to be accepted
scribing Stony Brook, the Kings at D.U. from Assumption, Pavoni
Park, New York senior empha first heard of A.C. from Mr. Riorsized the fact that it is becoming dan at a College day during his
New York state's major center for iunior year at Notre Dame High
graduate studies of high quality. School. He chose the school because
There are presently 600 or 700 it was — and is — one of the few
graduate students there and it will , colleges in the nation with a forhave the Ph.D. program by 1970. ' eign affairs program and he claims
Gerry, besides being accepted at he has never regretted it.
Accepted also at Johns Hopkins
Indiana, Duke, and Rutgers, also
got financial
awards from Notre j the University of Hawaii, and Syr
Dame and Wisconsin. The Notre acuse University, Jack advises,
Dame fellowship was worth $1800 "For those people thinking of grad
per year and renewable, but Koot uate school, sophomore year isn't
refused it because ". . . the place too early to begin looking."

Zappone in with
a Finnegan
Donald J. Zappone, a member
of the Assumption College Senior
Class from Latrobe, Penn., was
presented with the James A. Fin
negan Award on March 28, 1967.
The presentation of the award
to Mr. Zappone was made in Gov.
Shafer's Harrisburg office.
This non-partisan award, first
awarded in 1960, is named for a
late Philadelphia political leader.
It is presented each year to three
outstanding residents or students
in the state of Pennsylvania who
have shown an interest in enter
ing government at the state level.

Mr. Zappone plans to go on to
Pennsylvania State University,
where he is an alternate for a
study grant and obtain his mast
er's degree in Public Administra
tion.
"3RAFT — from pg. 6
voungest eligible men should be
taken first.

3. The present system of individ
ual selection of each draftee by a
local draft board should be replaced
by a lottery selection by enlarged
This year a field of over 80 in regional boards.
terested young men and women
The continuation of undergradtook part in the competition, which
, uate deferments was not mentioned
includes writing two essays — one
on an aspect of Mr. Finnegan's ! in the committee's recommendation,
life and the other on why the can but the drafting of nineteen-yeardidate would like the award. These olds will almost assuredly end the
essays are judged by a board made problem.
up of political leaders from
In conclusion, the constantly
through-out the state. From the
many entries the field is narrowed changing military situation will
down to 11 semi-finalists and from determine, more than any other
these 3 top award winners are factor, the present outcome of re
chosen.
vision of draft laws and all future
The award includes employment revisions. For, despite the predilec
in some area of the state govern tion of certain of our leaders for
ment with a weekly stipend of
consensus and the fear of popular
$100 for 6 weeks during the sum
mer months. At the end of each reaction on the part of legislators,
of the 6 weeks, a seminar is held these men hopefully will cast aside
enabling the candidates to share these immediate things and realize
and benefit from each other's ex that there is more at stake than
popularity and political survival.
periences.

Since his arrival on campus
one year ago, Dr. Oscar E. Rem
ick has shown that he is both a
dedicated professor and an active
member of the college and civic
community. It is in recognition of
this dedication that Dr. Remick
has been awarded the 1967 Distin
guished Service Award by both
the Holden and Massachusetts Jun
ior Chambers of Commerce. In ad
dition the state chapter has an
nounced that it plans to submit
Dr. Remick's name as the . state's
candidate for the National Dis
tinguished Award of 1967. Dr.
Remick also has had one of his
lectures, "The Challenge of High
er Education," published by Anna
Maria College in Paxton.
When asked what goals and
challenges he saw for the college
Dr. Remick responded that the
achievement of "academic excel
lence is second to none" and the
addition of "religious dimensions"
to the educational process should
be the immediate aim of the col
lege. He stressed that we should
be straightforward and unapologetic in recognizing the profound
influence that the religious ex
perience has had on world culture,
moral standards, and education.
Dr. Remick stressed repeatedly in
the interview that both Eastern
and Western religion modes must
be examined and that for too long
has the West thought itself apart
from and indeed superior to the
East.
The universal view of his field
of study and its application also
makes itself felt in Dr. Remick's
practical suggestions as to the
place of religious studies and ex
amination on this campus.
He
would like to see the enlargement
of this area of study in order to
provide the student with a "criti
cal and historical" approach to
the phenomenon of religion. Dr.
Remick foresaw the addition of
such courses in the immediate fu
ture and further stated that he
felt that a dialogue should exist
between the studies of philosophy
and theology at the college. In
his attempt to bridge the gap be
tween these currently divergent
fields of study, Dr. Remick has
given a series of lectures on Paul
Tillich at the First Baptist Church
in Worcester at 10:00 a.m. on
Sundays.

Page Seven

Assumption College
and the World
The College and the World is Mongolian nomad or the Turk, in
the title of "a new project at As tensify the"internal contradictions"
sumption College in which stu of
Mao's regime. Senior Foreign
dents will analyze current world
Affairs
major Michel Perrault set
problems and bring their views to
out
to
illustrate the industrial
an audience composed of embassy
officials, consular representatives, surge of mainland China in his
international
departments
o f article "Rostow and Mao." He was
banks, international businessmen, careful to add that while China's
and selected university contacts." industrialization has reached the
Co-edited by sophomores Rick stage of self-sustained economic
Schulz and Norm Chamberland, the growth, the important next step
4-page sheet is published under the of a "drive to maturity" has been
auspices of the Bluetrade Center delayed by current internal strife.
of Assumption College, which is "Thailand — Target in the Next
directed by Economics professor Stage,' written by senior IRC
Dr. George Doyle. The publication president Jack Pavoni, was the
is experimental, and the issue of i last offering. In it Jack supported
April, 1967 was the first to ap j the thesis that while Viet Nam
pear. It is hoped that College and i tends to capture news space, a culthe World will be turned out on ! tural struggle is in the offing in
a quarterly basis next year, with j Thailand, a nation rapidly gaineach issue attempting to clarify a i ing in political and economic
significant theme of international ! strength that is threatened by
relations.
communistic infiltration.
The dominating theme for April
According to co-editor Rick
was China. Sophomore Ed Ber- ! Schulz, The College and the World
torelli wrote an article entitled | is a medium of "free student ex"Regionalism and Mao," in which i pression on world affairs" and will
he tried to show how the border | be open next year to all who wish
cultures of China, such as the : to contribute.

AN
END
TO
THE
ZOO
STORY
?
At a class meeting last April
18th the new Desautels Hall dorm
council constitution was ratified.
The new constitution at three
pages is simple and comprehensive.
It provides for an "assembly" to
be made up of those residing on
the second and third floors whose
purpose will be "to make and en
force the rules by which the as
sembly shall live insofar as these
rules are not inconsistent with the
purpose of Assumption College."
The work also provides for a Dor
mitory Council to act as a legisla
tive, executive, and judicial body
for the Assembly. The constitution
briskly and efficiently outlines the
powers of the new governing arm.
Among these are "establishing,
within the spirit of the purposes
of the college, those policies, rules,
and regulations needed . . .," de
livering disciplinary penalties and,
in a iudicial vein, the power to "act
on all summonses" to judge the
guilt or innocence of those residents
accused of disciplinary failure.
Ammendment may originate in
the Council or in the Assembly and
in either case a vote of threefourths of a quorum of Dormitory
Assembly is required for such
measures.

DR. REMICK

In a section called "Addenda"
the constitution ventures, "In the
event that a resident feels that his
guilt has been unjustifiably estab
lished, or his penalty excessive, he
may appeal to the Dean of Men,
whose decision shall be considered
final." The document ends with a
word of caution in that the Dormi
tory Constitution is termed "exper
imental," with the warning that
the Dean of Students "reserves the
right to require modifications . . .
as well as terminate the experi
ment."

Golden Old ie

AMERICA'S
OPPORTUNITY
IN ASIA
Today, we are in the throes of a
great world war. And the outcome
of this conflict will greatly influ
ence the lives and happiness of our
generation, and the generations to
come. The conflict, I am speaking
of, is principally a struggle of
ideas.
For a number of years now, we
have been waging this "Cold War,"
as it is commonly referred to, for
democracy against the tenets of
communism in every corner of the
globe. In the past, it must be ad
mitted, we have been beaten many
times in the political arena. Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and China are a
few typical examples. Our suc
cesses, on the contrary, have been
relatively few. We have diminished
Red influence in some of the At
lantic Pact countries, and main
tained a precarious foothold in
Berlin itself, only after great ex
pense on our part. Is this enough?
Must we constantly be on the de
fensive?
I say no. We must be offensiveminded if we wish to ever achieve
any degree of lasting success. A
good fighter doesn't win champion
ship titles in the ring by waiting
for the other fellow to beat him to
the punch. The same is true with
us. The time is now ripe for ac
tion. The place, you guessed it,
Korea.
This rotten apple has been
dumped into our laps against our
wishes. Militarily speaking, how
ever, we have made the most of a
bad situation. Complete victory
will be ours on the field. Complete
victory should be ours at the con
ference table as well, or the lives
we lost shall have been lost in vain.
Our object, then, is a free and
united Korea. A Korea which will
shine as a beacon of light and hope
for the rest of the world. A Korea
which will illustrate the finest
principles of our democratic way
of life.
A Korea which will prove to all,
whether friend or foe, that a free
government can and does supply
the physical, spiritual, and intel
lectual needs of man far better
than a totalitarian slave system.
Towards this end, we should ded
icate all our energies, for the life
and liberty we save may be our
own.
Gerard Rousseau, Class of '53
The Greyhound, Dec. 6, 1950
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A. C. SPORTS
At the Stroke
Of Eight
Spring is the season when sev
eral sports bloom forth and chal
lenge nature. A typical Saturday
afternoon might be spent watching
baseball, tennis, or crew. Of course,
most students manage to miss these
exciting sports in action because
of the temptations that the season
offers •— beaches, girls, beer, golf,
strolling around the pond, watch
ing the birds, stud — oops! Well,
let's wise up, college studs! Time
moves quite fast, so enjoy it! The
only sport I know that offers all
these benefits is the one held at
Lake Quinsigamond on Saturday
afternoons •— it's called Assump
tion Varsity Crew. Beach (?) : can
hold thousands; girls (?!): espe
cially frequented by this bubbling
set! About the beer: B.Y.O.B. and
then some; golf: a sand wedge and
1 or 2 balls are all that's needed.
Strolling: not only a huge pond
but attractive scenery; birds: even
sea-gulls; and STUD: bring a book
(if you have to).
The 21 members of the Crew
and its dedicated followers cordial
ly invite all students to attend the
remainder of the races.
Unfortunately, not all of the
crew races are as ornamented as
previously described. This was the
dreary scene on April 15, when As
sumption opened its varsity sea
son against American International
College on the Connecticut River.
The varsity shell rowed first at
2:00 because of the threatening
rains, followed by the junior var
sity at 2:45. When the flag was
dropped to start the race (1.%
miles), trouble was first sensed
when Lou Castiglione, rowing in
the no. 4 spot, jumped his seat off
the' runners, forcing him to race in
a stationary position. Nevertheless,
Assumption managed to maintain a
% length lead going into the last
150 yards. The stroke was picked
up to a 38 by the coxswain, John
Malyneaux, for a final sprint, and
Assumption captured its first vic
tory by 1 length.

Hounds
Cash In
Nichols

LASKA RESIGNS:
O'BRIEN ON THE REBOUND

O'Brien Takes Over Vol

From page I

they presently occupy in the ranks
of the New England College Divi
Coach Joe O'Brien's Hounds sion teams.
swept by Nichols in the season
opener last Wednesday, 5-0. The
Voted "New England Basketball
question mark after last season Coach of the Year" in 1964 for
was pitching, so the most pleasant the team's 1963-64 record of 19
surprise was the unveiling of fast wins and 2 losses, Laska distin
balling freshman Joe Catanese. The guished the Assumption squad by
Cat allowed but 2 hits and 1 walk joining the NCAA eight years ago.
while pitching the whole 9 innings Incredibly, Laska coached teams
for the Diamond Hounds. Only one that have played in six out of
run was needed to insure victory. eight Northeast Regionals, teams
Junior sho rtstop Bill Granahan that were in strong contention with
reached on a base on balls and was the other two teams. Their selec
moved around the bases on singles tion this year was their fifth con
by captain John Brunet and fresh secutive invitation. Laska feels his
man Phil Paris.
next satisfying win came in the
1963-64
season when the Grey K i i t i n e i
Catanese allowed a scratch sin
ANDY LASKA,
hounds
beat
a nationally ranked
gle and a ground ball double over
basketball.
Providence
team
in
an
88-80
gymthird for the only Nichols hits. Be
sides the base on balls, Joe struck dedication game.
out 10 batters in his varsity debut.
Two other freshmen made the line
up — the aforementioned Paris at
second base and hustling Steve Sul
livan in left. The remainder of the
line-up saw senior captain John
Brunet behind the plate, who had
2 hits vs. Nichols, Granahan at
short, Pete Chaput in right, and
J.P. Keller at first,
all juniors.
Jim Tiger Grant handles the hot
corner better than anyone around,
and Lou DiSantis ranges center
field. Grant and DiSantis are both
sophomores and members of the
Championship Intramural Basket
ball Squad.
Sharing pitching duties with
Catanese are sophomores John
Bresnahan and Dick Deneker. Last
year's RBI leader Tom DePeter is
sidelined for the season with a
football injury, curiously enough,
but between Paris and Jay O'Reilly
(soph) the second base assign
ments will be handled more than
adequately.
Last year the Hounds won the
City Championship. This year's
squad looks a little more aggres
sive and will be looking for a re
peat.

The JV's, sparked by the experi
enced rowing of Bill "Stroke Man"
Kemps, made the day complete by
defeating the A.I.C. JV's by ap
To reveal and promote interest
proximately 5 lengths.
in the value of psychology in the
modern world, a psychology club
has been formed on campus. On
TESTA — from pg. 6
May 10 at 7:30 p.m., the club is
law school because it has a better presenting the award-winning film,
student body, though not neces "The Ninety-First Day." It is the
sarily a better faculty, than a law dramatic story of the psychotic
school of local or regional scope." breakdown and the treatment of a
According to the A.C. alumnus music teacher played by Patrick
there are "only about thirteen of O'Neill. It has been nationally tele
these" such as Harvard, Yale, Co vised and acclaimed as a movie
lumbia, N.Y.U., Virginia, and Mi that all must see.
chigan State. He added that in
This is only one of the many
the annual recruitment programs
for law school graduates, firms and films, lectures, discussions, and ex
corporations prefer, on the whole* periments that the club plans to
those who attend law schools of sponsor. These will take in the va
national breadth. Financial aid, he rious fields of clinical, experimen
said, is based almost entirely on tal, and guidance psychology, busi
need, though there is plenty to ness and phychology, and special
education and also the interesting
go around.
topics of dreams, drugs, memory,
When quizzed on how well As
ESP, hypnotism, pornography, ab
sumption prepares a student as
normality, humor, and existential
compared to the "name" schools,
psychology. Already, as an activity,
Mr. Testa quickly affirmed, "I'm
some of the members are working
convinced you stack up better than
at the YWCA with people who
they do." He urged those prepar
have been recently discharged from
ing for law school to "forget about
mental hospitals. Regardless of con
gut courses. You don't need the
centration, the psychology club has
credits but four years of intel
plenty to offer for all.
lectual exercise and good intellec
If you wish, become a member.
tual background. And you don't
want to get into it." More than Our moderator is Dr. Isaac, and
except the fact that you might officers are Jeff McCarthy, Presi
want to get into it." more than dent; A1 McGee, Vice-President;
particular subjects, he stressed, Ronald Biron, Secretary; and Don
If you
attitude towards them is import ald LeBrun, Treasurer.
ant. "You must have the ability would like to join, see either Jeff
or Ron.
to make fast, correct decisions."

Psycho-Semantics

Laska coached teams that have
won 226 games and lost only 94
for an outstanding 70 per cent
average. His record against Col
lege Division teams in the last 12
years is an amazing 185-36 for a
great 83.7 per cent average.

On Tuesday, April 18th, Fathe
Dion named Laska's successor a|
head coach at Assumption — Ji
seph M. "Joe" O'Brien. The a;
pointment was expected.

R

A 1957 alumnus of Assumptioi
Mr. O'Brien graduated with super
scholastic and athletic records. Be
fa
sides being a Dean's List studen.
who was a member of the camp/°"
honor society and elected to "Whoearrl
Who in American Colleges an Fr
Universities," Joe captained bot)lac<
the basketball and baseball teairjupt
in his senior year, culminating ty a
four-year starring record.
,f p
resigning coach of

SALISBURY — from pg. 2

declared Mr. Salisbury. He went
on to defend the right and duty of
free speech and added that the
majority of people in the South
favor the U.S., while they join
ranks with the North in their
Married to the former Ruth Wil- mutual desire for peace.
loughby of Manchester, N.H., Wor
cester-based Andy Laska is the
Commenting on the war's effect
proud father of five children. His
on the U.S. presidential election
eldest, Michael John, was high
scorer on the 1966-67 Georgetown of 1968, Mr. Salisbury expressed
University freshman basketball the possibility of two camps: one,
team.
as in 1952, that will switch parties
because of war conditions, and an
other, supported by such notables
as Walt Restoe, that maintains
Johnson will be the victor no mat
ter what. Salisbury then touched
on
the state of affairs in South
With the addition of soccer and
basketball Buff Fred Barakat as Viet Nam's own fledgling govern
new coach and with the added sup ment, expressing optimism as long
port of a few new players, the ten as Marshall Ky does not dominate
nis team is looking forward to one
the proceedings.
of its most successful teams in
years.
As Father Bissonnette said at
the meeting's end, "So Harrison,
The squad is led by the strong
playing of captain Thierry Del- we thank you immensely."

IT'S A

RACKET

,)f Pi
A native of Bayonne, N. J
he (
where he excelled in sports for tl
Jesuit St. Peter's Prep, 0'Brie'ees
chose Assumption through trerrr
counsel of then-Athletic Directo Fr
Fr. Joseph Pelletier, A.A. Aftpeen
a brief stint in the Army, aftelou
graduation with honors and aftrepli
a short tenure at Worcesteqrd
North High, O'Brien started Uibr
Andy Laska's assistant in J ujbeja
of 1958.
Pieri
Ft
"In Joe O'Brien we have tl
03111
only man we feel can follow And
Laska as head basketball coac3r°t
and not be in the difficult positicfeau
the average successor finds hiiis n
self in," states Fr. Louis Dioi
A.A. Because Joe and Andy "har
worked so closely together over tl^%
traoro
" O'Brien
n'Ri-ion was
urn o considered
/innoi/Tovrvl ™
years,"
natural for the post.

T<

Eager to give O'Brien the "cr(
dit he deserves," Andy Laska r(
cently said, "My decision to retir
as basketball coach was made easFve:
er by the feeling that Joe woufhe
be named as my successor."
Hon
Pi
Married and the father of thipng
children, O'Brien described his aL,as
pointment as an "opportunity of £ ^
life-time" and called his relatioi
ship with Laska over the par
'
fifteen years as "fantastic."
^avl
othc
busi
SCHULZ — fro m pgM
ate
contact with students from a nun

bert (soph) and Joe Reilly (soph)
with the added support of John IRC — from pg. 3
Price (frosh), Roger Tighe (soph),
Bernie Demoureille (junior), Dave as student participation went." In
n
Gorra (soph), and Mike Aldrich evaluating the Assumption group ber of Asian lands. His studiP '
will include advanced Chinese, ate
(soph).
at this and other similar affairs, related Asian area course, aiteac
Pavoni stated, "I've tried to urge three liberal arts courses. If 1
Other members of the team are
underclass
— even freshmen — maintains a G.P.A. of 3.0 whil
juniors Joe Bialy and Bob Bar
participation
in these conferences. at Hawaii, Rick will be eligibl J
rows and frosh Dan Bourque and
his studif
rn former years at Assumption for an extension of
John Bellenort.
into the summer in Nationalis
they were strictly junior-senior ac
China for three months of cultun
The team opened its season on tivities."
studies and field trips.
Wednesday, April 12 and scored a
strong victory over Bentley Col
On Saturday, April 22nd a
Officially run by Hawaii's Inst
lege, 6-3. The singles were the de group from Assumption attended
tute for Student Inter-change, tl
Fc
cisive factor in the match, the
a brief "Conference on Latin Ame program reflects intensified Amer
courting Hounds winning 5 of the
V
can
interest
in
Asian
studier
6 singles. Saturday's match with rican Affairs" at Jesuit Fairfield
Thirty students from institution®0
Stonehill was cancelled on account University. This wrapped up IRC all over the world were awarde° tl
of the weather.
activity for the academic year similar grants based on charactsion
1966-1967.
references, grades in college, return
Some of the tougher matches
ords and personality tests suppli^re I
that the Barakat net-men will have
Traditionally the president of by the academic dean, collegatjc
to face include: Stonehill, Clark, the IRC has been chosen by the board test scores, and a brief auttjon
Brandeis, Providence, and Holy existing student executive officer biography. Fifteen of the student 1
Cross. Composed largely of sopho and Dr. Doyle. Choice for next will study Chinese, and the othc
mores, the Hounds are very young year was junior Political Science; fifteen will study Japanese. (As
with a winning future both this major Tim Savage, who was re stands, out of the U.S.'s experfssl!
year and the 2 following.
cently elected to the Crown and on China, only 5 are fluent in tPro8
Shield Society. Holding offices in language. And at one point in tl*rea
both the IRC and the CCUN, Tim Eisenhower administration, on?ver
is well-justified for the post.
two of our foreign ambassadotimc
could speak the language of tl\pp
As of June, 1967 the Association country to which each was assigy p
of International Relations Clubs, ed.)
.;ejv
for financial
reasons, will merge
with the Collegiate Council of the
Rick will return to Assumptio5^
United Nations, a move which will in his senior year to complete hi ®
create a new organization tenta graduation requirements. He <Sr®
tively
called
CIRUNA — the fers, "If it wasn't for Assumpticpeg]
Council of International Relations I never would have gotten ththre
and United Nations Affairs.
grant."
degi
Cla:
day

>y
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